Introduction and notations
In this note we deal with some extensions and generalizations of the well -known problems In the theory of subordination and memorization of functions.
First we shall give some notations. Let S be the class of all functions of the form 
1·
This class has been considered in [3] and ¡Jioj.
Let us observe that S* = U S*/b} and SÂ = U s!<b>.
;/e can restrict ourselves no loss generality to the case 0 έ b 41, because if F(z)£Si (s!) has the form (1) and 1Θ -i9 * « θ i arg A3, then e F(e z)€.£k(S Ä ) has nonnegative second coefficient.
j M By <9 , M>1 we denote the class so-called quasi-starlike functions, introduced by Dziubiáski [4] , Namely, we say that a function g is quasi-starlike in K^, if it satisfies the equation (4) Fíg(z)) = -g-pu), 0«a 1 , where F is an arbitrary starlike function in K^ and M is a fixed number such that Let Í2 n , n?1, denotes the class of all holomorphic functionl^in K" such that ·* H n , stands for the class of all holomorphic functions in K^ of the form fU) = a n z n + a ¿+1 z n+1 + a n » 0, and H n |c} the subclass of H Q consisting of the functions with fixed a,, = c>0. o a By H we denote such subclass of functions of H" which η η in addition satisfy the condition f(z)/ z n / 0 in K^ and a Q > 0.
We need also the class pja, b(1-ot)] , n>1, 0ία<1, 0íb41, (P Q [o,bJ = P Q {b} , P^b} = P{b}) of all holomorphic functions in of the fona p(z) = 1 + 2b(l-a)z n + P n+1 z n+1 + ... , which satisfy the condition
Lewandowski [β] and Mac Gregor [8] has considered (among the others) the following problem: let feH^, FtS*, and suppose that |f(z)|4 |?tz)| holds for every zeK^, Find "the best number" re. (0,1) such that for every ζ e K r |f' (z)| è I F'(z)| holds. The term "the best number" means that the last inequality does not take place in any larger disk.
In ttifa note we allow the majorants with fixed second coefficient (the classes S^{b} and S| <b>) as well as the class of quasi-starlikô functions Moreover, we solve somewhat general problem as in [6] and [θ]. Namely, we determine the function We also find the largest disk in which the relation f(z) -3 F( e ), feH¡J, FtS*{b} or S*fi cb> taking place in K,, implies the relation |f(z)|^ |F(z n )| (the sign -3 denotes that f is subordinate to F in K^).
All obtained results are best possible and in special cases reduces to the results of [6] and [7] ι [δ] . Taking into account that in the case b=0 the extremal functions are odd, we see that our results solve the problems stated above »for subclasses consisting of odd functions. 
Boundary.functions in (7) have the form Substituting (13) into (12) aad (10), we get
It can be observed that the formula 114) give us one-to-one correspondence between the clasaea PQ and. Fn{b|. Using the fact that the boundary functions for the functional {GU)}, where ζ ie fixed point from ^ and G ranging over the class PQ ar* given by The geometric interpretation of (7) Proof. The inequality (7) 
where
The function given by (22) (as function of ψ) attains its maximum for φ=0 and this maximum is equal to the right hand of (17). In the same way we find that minimum of |w 0 |-R Q is attained for Φ= JT and its value is equal to the left hand of (17).
The inequality (21) is obvious. From Lemma 1 follows that the inequalities (16) -(18) are sharp.
Por the class S*{b} the estimate given by (18) takes a simpler form if we observe that in this case the right hand of (18) is increasing function of φ and attains its maximum for ψ = f-.
Thus we have, the following corollary. Corollary 2. If P€.S*{b}, then for fixed zt^ the following sharp estimate 
hold.
«v(¡r)f I ζ I 4 r< 1.
In [7] it has been proved holds, and let as put
The mentioned choise of c is motivated by the fact that for φ 0 in (25) and F0 in the left of (17) are occured the signs of equality. We have fQ(z) = φ0(ζ)Ι"0(ζ), and after simple calculations, we get
Using (42) and putting in (44) z=r, we see that
4r(l-r 2 )(l+2br+r 2 ) Ll+2abr-(l-2a)r 2 J which is equal to φίΕ^, s£{b} ; r), given by (29). Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 1 by puuting cps1 and b=1. Let us observe that putting α = O in (32), we get the result for starlike functions [6] and putting at = 1/2, we get the result for 1/2-starlike functions which is also exact for convex functions [β],
• Corollary 4 is obvious and the statment in Corollare 5 which is true for S* {o] is exact for odd starlike functions as extremal function PQ given by (43) is odd if b=0.
Of course all radii (32) -(34) are exact, which is consequence of sharpeness of Theorem 1. 
which implies (57). Finally we can observe that from Theorem 3, by putting β = 1 and b = 1, follows Corollary 7» and from Theorem 4 in the limit case Μwe get once again the result of starlike majorants.
Nov;, we use Letama 4-to obtain à theorem concerning najorization-subordination theory. Namely, using the relation between classes Sß <b> and P{b} as well as (23), we get that for every .Fe Qß <b> the exact estimate and this result is exact. Putting n=1t β=1 and b=1, we obtain the well-known result [7] . Corollary 8. If fiz^a^z + ay)>0 is holomorphic in K^ and f(z)^0 for ztK^fo] and FeS*, then f (z) -Ò F(z) t zcK1t implies |f (z)| < |P(z)| for |z|<V2-1. Putting n=1, β=1 and b=o we get Corollary 9. If f(z)=a,j«z + ..., a^o is holomorphio in K. and f(z) ¿0 for z€K/-\{o} and Ρ is arbitrary odd starlike function, then f(z) F(z), ζ e K^ implies |f(z)|< IP(z)| for |z| < r, where r is the unique root of the equation (63) r 5 + r 2 + r -1 = 0.
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